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MOUNTAINS AS 
« LIEUX DE MÉMOIRE » 
HIGHLAND VALUES AND NATION-BUILDING 
IN THE BALKANS1 
Ulf Brunnbauer and Robert Pichler* 
INTRODUCTION 
Notions about shared history and the self-ascription of specific cultural 
and moral values are constitutive for the formation of nations and their conti-
nuity. While this is a common sense assumption, proven by extensive research 
also for the case of Southeast European nations, the spatial dimension of col-
lective commemoration and of the construction of national identities have 
been much less considered. As Pierre Nora and his collaborators have shown, 
modern nation states require “places” onto which they can pin historical com-
memoration and imagination (lieux de mémoire). In the course of modernisa-
tion collective memory lost its organic nature and is no longer reproduced au-
tomatically. Collective memory is not any more transmitted orally from one 
generation to the other but rather has become the endeavour of professional 
memory-makers such as historians and intellectuals2. In order to be compre-
hensible and meaningful to people, nationally significant historical events 
must be anchored in popular experience and consciousness. In this operation, 
locations and material items as well as rituals and other features of culture be-
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come bearers of collective memory that cannot be fostered and disseminated 
by the intellectual endeavour of professional history alone. Places act as sym-
bols of collective historical heritage, and the meaning of an event also rubs off 
onto the “place” on which its imagination is fixed. Nora studied these discur-
sive operations for the case of the modern construction and imposition of 
French collective memory, focussing on monuments, cultural artefacts and 
manifestations, signs and symbols. Similar discursive strategies, which relate 
cultural features to things from other domains, are at work in the symbolic 
connection between national and ethnic identities and their corresponding 
values with specific landscapes. 
Nations are intrinsically linked to territories since the very term “nation” 
implies a social group that aims at establishing sovereign government in and 
control over a specific territory. In the process of nation-building territory and 
space are instilled with cultural meaning so that the people who make up a 
nation feel an emotional attachment to the territory the nation claims for it-
self. Nations become related to specific landscapes which reflect the attitudes, 
values and sense of history of the members of the nation3. Once instilled with 
a specific national value, territories turn into cultural landscapes whose sym-
bolism helps to maintain national identity among the individual members of 
the nation and to transmit it from generation to generation4. Landscapes are 
also linked with national history and symbolise particular events of the na-
tion's past, embodying “national spirit” and “national characteristics”. 
Population groups inhabiting such cultural or “national” landscapes are 
then described as ethnically particularly pure by the ideologues of the nation. 
The presumed features of the natural landscape are seen by the members of 
the nation or an ethnic group as metaphors for the spirit and characteristics of 
the people from that territory5. In a second step, these metaphors are ascribed 
to a whole nation or ethnic group regardless in which geographical milieus it 
lives, an operation that recalls Fernandez's concept of “metonymic” misrepre-
sentation because a part of the social group is taken for the whole6. This dis-
cursive operation relates national history and identity to specific spaces in 
such a way that these places come to represent the whole nation, or at least its 
“pure” core. As Fernandez points out, one function of metaphors and 
metonyms in social life is to enable the movement of the subjects in culture7. 
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Hence, once national identity is constructed with the metonymic and 
metaphorical power of specific places and their people, it can be conferred 
upon all presumptive members of the nation. 
MOUNTAINS AND THE NATION 
In Southeast Europe, from all kinds of landscapes mountains seem to have 
played the most important role in the substantiation of national ideologies. 
This fact is not surprising given the mountainous character of the region 
which is even called after a mountain range (the Bulgarian Balkan moun­
tains). Mountains generally play an important role in the epic tradition of the 
region as well as in the popular tradition8. In national histories and mytholo­
gies, mountains were often regarded as places where particularly important 
events of the national tradition took place and specific psychological features 
allegedly typical of the respective nation could flourish. Both lines of argu­
ment are closely related to each other, as in many cases it was the very char­
acter of the highlanders as shaped by their mountainous environment that 
caused nationally significant events to take place in the mountains and not in 
the plains or elsewhere. The geographic-topographical difference between 
mountains and plains was not only associated with different socio-cultural 
adaptation strategies to the environment, but also with the different positions 
of the particular population in the value system of the nation. Ecological habi­
tats were therefore endowed with specific judgements about the cultural and 
national value of the population inhabiting them. Character traits such as 
honesty, sobriety, modesty, strength, love of freedom, solidarity, and steadfast­
ness were regarded as the outcome of life under the harsh natural conditions 
in the mountains. Very often these features were associated with sheep-breed­
ers, as (semi)nomadic or transhumant herding was the main economic strat­
egy in many Balkan mountain societies. The roaming shepherd became an 
emblem of national freedom9, while this same current of national mythology 
in the Balkans showed a certain degree of contempt for agriculture. 
8
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In the Balkans people frequently speak of “mountain villages” and “plain 
villages” as though their residents differed from each other10. The difference is 
not regarded only as geographic, but also as cultural, and therefore gains social 
meaning. In his monograph on rural Greece, Irwin Sanders reports an inter-
esting experiment in which a group of student social-workers in a college near 
Athens was asked to describe the characteristic features of people in the plains 
and the mountains11. The students came from villages in every region of 
Greece and can therefore be viewed as quite representatives of Greek villagers' 
way of thinking at that time. 
Mountain villagers Plains villagers 
Change slowly Accept change, adapt better 
Physically tough Refined in manners 
More hospitable More sophisticated 
Stubborn Cunning 
Happier, more optimistic Sad (Thessaly) 
Have deeper thoughts 
More intermarriage of kin 
Sanders concludes, that « [d]espite their isolation, the mountain people 
are considered by many Greeks to be brighter and more active than those of 
the plains. Indeed, many mountain villages are thought to have been settled 
by the more liberal, strongly independent inhabitants of the plain who could 
not support the indignities of Ottoman rule »12. But this discursive operation 
does not stop at associating mountain inhabitants with certain features of 
character, as in a second step distinctive values such as strength and inde-
pendent spirit are often taken as representative for the whole nation. 
However, not only are typically mountain values constructed and taken as 
representative for the nation, but also certain “typical” social institutions of 
the nation. This ideological operation rests on the widely held belief that the 
Ottoman occupation of the Balkans was followed by a retreat of the native 
Christian populations into the mountains. There, national culture supposedly 
survived because the Ottomans were never really able to achieve full control of 
the mountain regions. Later, during the period of “national awakening” and 
“national rebirth”, the national culture allegedly descended from the high-
lands figuratively and literally because people from the mountains migrated 
10
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into the plains bringing with them a traditional way of life and “untainted” 
national characteristics13 Many of these ideas were born in the 19th century 
when the Ottoman Empire was in a process of gradual disintegration. In their 
efforts to establish nation states and to strengthen and spread national con­
sciousness after eventual “liberation”, nationalist ideologists praised the 
mountain inhabitants who had allegedly fought for centuries to preserve their 
freedom and ethnic identity. Sanders writes : « Indeed, many mountain vil­
lages are thought to have been settled by more liberal, strongly independent 
inhabitants of the plain who could not support the indignities of Ottoman 
rule »14. There, high up in barely accessible mountain regions, closed and ho­
mogenous communities allegedly managed to maintain the most valuable 
features of their ethnic group. According to such a concept, ethnicity becomes 
closely connected with nature, supporting the essentialist interpretation of 
ethnicity because if nature does not change, then why should ethnic adher­
ence ? 
The probably most prominent representative of such a view was the emi­
nent Serb human geographer Jovan Cvijić who in his famous study Balkansko 
poluostrvo (« Balkan Peninsula », first published in French in 1918 and in 
Serbian in 192215) attempted a classification of Southeast European psycholog­
ical types relating them to their natural environment. To explain psychologi­
cal and cultural features by geographical facts was en vogue in the human and 
cultural geography of those days. However, Cvijić was not a simple geographic 
determinist but tried to substantiate his conclusions by extensive empirical re­
search16. He nevertheless gave national meaning to the personality types in 
the Balkans he was determining, which must be seen in the context of his at­
tempt to support the Serbian case against the opposing nationalist aspirations 
of his time. Cvijić was especially devoted to the so-called “Dinaric type” who 
lived in the Dinaric chain or had migrated from there to the plains17. The peo­
ple of this type, who were Serb by origin, were described by Cvijić in the 
warmest colours. His portrayal focussed on their solidarity, archaic democracy, 
war-like spirit, love of freedom, national pride, honour, and sense of justice. 
Cvijić's assumption was that « Dinaric people cannot live as servants as most 
13
 E.g. Roglić (Josip), art. cit., p. 231. 
14
 Sanders (Irwin T.), op. cit, p. 31. 
15
 Cvijić (Jovan), Balkansko poluostrvo južnoslovenske zemlje. Osnove antropogeografije, Beograd : 
Kraljevine Srba, 1922. 
16
 Kaser (Karl), « Anthropology and the Balkanization of the Balkans : Jovan Cvijić and Dinko Tomašić », 
Ethnologia Balkanica, 2, 1998, p. 91. 
17 Cvijić's enthusiasm for mountain-dwellers may have also been influenced by the fact that he was born 
into a family of Montenegrin colonists (Roglić (Josip), art. cit., p. 231). He must therefore have come into 
contact with Montenegrin folk culture and its high estimation of mountains at a young age. 
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people in the plains can »l8. While the inhabitants of the plains accepted the 
mentality of the reaya, the “herd” who had accepted Ottoman subjugation and 
compromised with the oppressors, the highlanders never accommodated 
Ottoman rule. They had learnt their endurance from the environment, which 
had taught them a difficult lesson but had made them hard. By incessantly 
fighting the oppressor, the mountaineers had developed a specific hajduk 
mentality19, which became a standard topic of Balkan folklore. For Cvijić the 
hajduk mentality not only inspired resistance but also aimed at national inde­
pendence as Cvijić stressed the state-building capacity of the mountain-
dwellers20. Similar views were widely upheld in Greece and Bulgaria, where 
the klephtes and the haiduti were presented as champions of nationhood. 
Mountain people were considered by many Greeks to be brighter and more ac­
tive than those in the plains, having greater fortitude and a willingness to put 
up with stark conditions. People in the plains were, in contrast to the image of 
the highlanders, thought to have been dependent on their Ottoman absentee 
landowners and were despised by the more independent Greeks in the moun­
tains21. 
In the countries of former Yugoslavia, this discourse on the relationship 
between geography and national character still has its political and cultural 
repercussions. Especially in Serbia during the last decade, the cleft between 
highlanders and the residents of the plains was articulated with a political 
angle. On the one side stood those who cherished Cvijić's characterisation of 
the Dinaric highlanders and regarded them as the “real Serbs”. In this line of 
argument, the Serbs in the mountains of Bosnia had kept their “Serbianess” 
more thoroughly than the Serbian inhabitants of the plains in the Šumadija 
and the cities. It is obvious that such an assumption was also meant to sum­
mon the support of Serbia proper for the secessionist Bosnian Serbs. In a 1991 
essay, Nikola Koljević, a professor of English literature at the University of 
Sarajevo and one of the leaders of the Republika Srpska, contrasted the “agrar­
ian tender souls” in Serbia proper with the Bosnian Serbs' sense of national 
mission and fighting spirit22. These ideological currents, which praised the na­
tional spirit of the mountain Serbs, were opposed by liberal urban intellectu-
18
 Kaser (Karl), art. cit, p. 92. 
19
 Cvijić (Jovan), Andiic (Ivo), O balkanskim psihičkim tipovima, Belgrade : Prosveta, 1988, p. 32. 
20
 Živković (Marko), « Violent Highlanders and Peaceful Lowlanders », Replika. Hungarian Social Science 
Quarterly, special issue, 1997, p. 112. In contrast to Cvijić and other authors who emphasised the positive 
role of mountains for national values, scholars like the Croat Dinko Tomašić claimed the contrary. 
Tomašić associated all positive values important for the nation with lowlanders, while he considered the 
people from the Dinaric mountains unruly outlaws, mercenaries and political terrorists who could not 
contribute to nation-building in a meaningful way. Kaser (Karl), art. cit., p. 94. 
21
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als who deplored the aggressive nationalism of the highlanders (the Bosnian 
Serbs), making them responsible for the bloodshed in former Yugoslavia and 
the destruction of civilisation as exemplified by the shelling of towns such as 
Sarajevo, Dubrovnik, Mostar and Vukovar. In this interpretation, peaceful low­
land farmers and cosmopolitan urbanites are set against savage, narrow-
minded, and brutal highlanders23. What had once been regarded as positive 
values in the context of nation-building was re-evaluated in the context of 
urban and farming societies that saw their achievements and peace threat­
ened by violently nationalist mountain-dwellers. 
Such a discourse on the “national” role of mountains was not confined to 
Serbia and former Yugoslavia, but was also an important element in the sym­
bolical construction of other Balkan nations. In our analysis we will draw on 
Bulgarian and Albanian examples in order to reveal how mountains became 
significant for the nation by the ascription of national values, events, and so­
cial institutions to their people. The Bulgarian and Albanian cases demon­
strate particularly well how mountains have been regarded as sanctuaries of 
the nation, contributing to form national values and institutions. Both exam­
ples also illustrate how metaphoric notions of mountains as symbols of the 
nation can be adapted to different ideological and political contexts and reveal 
how deeply they are inscribed in the collective consciousness. In our essay, we 
focus on different aspects of the national imagination of mountains : in the 
Bulgarian case, we emphasise the role of mountains in national mythology as 
sanctuaries for liberation fighters and as the environment that formed promi­
nent personalities. In the case of Albania, we show how national discourse re­
garded mountains as the specific geographical and cultural milieu in which a 
set of common-law institutions and rules, the kanun, developed. The kanun 
was described as a particularly Albanian national institution. In both case 
studies the underlying principle of nationalist discourse is the same : moun­
tains are imagined as having been instrumental in safeguarding, and even de­
veloping, the national and ethnic values of the two peoples concerned. 
MOUNTAINS AND BULGARIAN NATIONAL IMAGINATION 
« The Bulgarian people's 1 000-year past and its survival are closely con­
nected with the [Balkan] mountains. There the decisive events took place that 
lead to the Bulgarian state of our days »24. This statement by a non-Bulgarian 
23
 Quoted in ibid., p. 116. 
24
 Koglić (Josip), art. cit., p. 234. 
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author is quite representative for the Bulgarian imagination of the role which 
mountains played in Bulgarian national history. Already in the 19th century, 
Bulgarian nationalist discourse praised mountains for their particular signifi­
cance for the nation. Mountains were said to have been the stage of important 
events in the liberation of Bulgaria, and to have never betrayed the nation. 
Mountain people were considered the “purest” Bulgarians. Of all mountain 
ranges in Bulgaria, the Balkan chain (Stara planina) certainly was ascribed the 
biggest stake in national history25. Bulgarian literature and folk poetry por­
trayed the Balkan mountains as witnesses of the historical fate of the 
Bulgarians, as protectors of the Bulgarian nation, as shelters for hermits, as 
comforters of the subjugated people, and as a hiding-place for those who took 
revenge on the foreign intruders and fought for freedom. « Therefore the 
Bulgarians' love for the mountains is a love historically imposed by needs, it is 
an everyday love, and not the effect of some contemporary tourist or sport 
propaganda »26. 
The idea of the Balkan mountains as protectors of the Bulgarian nation 
was elaborated above all by one of the eminent Bulgarian historians of the 
first half of the 20 th century, Petăr Mutafčiev. In his (unfinished) collection 
Book for the Bulgarians, written mainly between 1928 and 1936, he devoted a 
chapter to the historical role of the Balkan Mountains in Bulgarian history, 
« Balkanăt v našata istorija »27. In this chapter, Mutafčiev describes how the 
Byzantine Empire's various attempts to occupy the Bulgarian kingdom to its 
north failed because Byzantine troops had neither been able to pass the moun­
tains nor to successfully circumvent them. Bulgarians were therefore de­
scribed in Byzantine historiography as “Barbarians” living in the Balkan 
Mountains, which had to be conquered in order to subdue their wild inhabi­
tants. According to Mutafčiev, the Byzantines became increasingly terrified of 
the Balkan Mountains and even the most experienced Byzantine generals did 
not dare to cross them28. In the war of 1195, the capital of the Second Bulgarian 
kingdom, the mountain town of Veliko Tărnovo, already lay defenceless before 
the Byzantine troops but was nevertheless saved because the Byzantine gen­
eral in charge refused to venture into the Balkan Mountains29. 
In Mutafčiev's view, the Balkan chain was therefore responsible for the 
survival of the Bulgarian kingdom - until it was overrun by the Ottomans -
2 5
 Cf. Daskalov (Roumen), Building up a National Identity : The Case of Bulgaria, Florence : European 
University Ins t i tu te (EUI Working paper SPS No. 94/11), 1994, p. 22. 
26
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28
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and the Bulgarian nation, as otherwise the traditional Byzantine enemy from 
the south would have wiped out the Bulgarian people. Although the 
Byzantines took Bulgarian lands south of the Balkans, this was not decisive as 
long as their campaigns stopped at the mountains. In Mutafčiev's description, 
the mountains are not only a place where certain historic and heroic events 
took place but they even acquire the capacity of a significant actor : 
Ever so mysterious and silent, he [the Balkan mountain; in Bulgarian balkan is male30] 
has borne a fateful role in determining our future since the very beginning of our na­
tional life. And he not only watched over these events like a genuine, old soldier, but 
with his powerful body he protected this people, born and raised in his paternal fold. 
The medieval Bulgarian state would have remained an ephemeral and long-forgotten 
episode without the Balkan Mountains. Without the Balkan Mountains, but later and 
generally without the mountains in our lands, here in Europe's South East the people 
that had lived for so many centuries under the name of Bulgarians would not have sur­
vived, indeed not even have come into existence31. 
Bulgarians and mountains become inseparable in Mutafčiev's text, 
whereas the Byzantines and other adversaries of the Bulgarians, such as the 
Pechenegs, are associated with the sea and the plains32. It is not by accident 
that the First Bulgarian Kingdom was not defeated by an attack from the south 
- that is through the mountains - but from the north, when troops under 
Svjatoslav from Kiev defeated the Bulgarians in 968. The Balkan chain, « like a 
genuine soldier on guard, did not betray his duty as a defender of the 
Bulgarian state against his mighty neighbour »33. 
In historical as well as popular discourses, mountains retained their role 
as a sanctuary for the Bulgarians also in the period after the defeat of the 
Second Bulgarian Kingdom against the Ottomans in the late 14th century that 
resulted in almost half a millennium of Ottoman domination. In respect to the 
Ottoman period, the Balkan chain and other Bulgarian mountains were not 
portrayed as a line of defence against an external adversary, but as an internal 
refuge against foreign occupiers. It was not independence that was defended 
by the mountains but “Bulgarianness”, that is the cultural purity of the 
Bulgarian nation. This myth is related to the catastrophic interpretation of 
Ottoman occupation dear to Bulgarian historiography and still maintained by 
30
 It is significant that the Balkan chain is referred to as “he” not only in the sense of grammatical gen­
der but also in terms of notions of masculinity, whereas other peaks are usually female in Bulgarian. 
31
 Mutafčiev (Petăr), op. cit., p. 66. 
32
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(Valachian) minority in Bulgaria settled above all along the Danube and the Greeks on the Black Sea, but 
« the mountains are mainly Bulgarian ». Deliradev (Pavel), op. cit, p. 54. 
33
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many a mainstream historian. In this view, the geographic opposition be-
tween the mountains and the plains becomes central for the course of events 
during Ottoman rule : firstly, these historians allege that the Ottomans de-
stroyed Bulgarian towns and drove the Bulgarian population from the fertile 
plains in order to colonise them with Turkish settlers34. According to this as-
sumption, which is also commonplace in other Southeast European histori-
ographies, the Christian population was forced to retreat to the mountains 
where it found harsh living conditions, but developed a staunch love of free-
dom and retained its ethnic particularities. This interpretation of history, how-
ever, can easily be deconstructed. Research by scholars of Ottoman history, as 
well as earlier studies such as those of Felix Kanitz, concluded that this view is 
flawed. The depopulation of the fertile plains mainly occurred during the per-
petual feudal strife and civil wars of the 14th century, well before Ottoman con-
quest35. Bulgarians were not driven into the mountains, but were rather at-
tracted to mountain villages by tax advantages enjoyed by certain population 
groups who fulfilled specific duties for the Sultan. One of these privileged 
groups were the so-called derbendji (Guards of the Passes) who maintained 
control over vital routes through the mountains. In return for their services, 
they had the right to carry weapons and to pay fewer taxes. Due to the moun-
tainous character of much of Bulgaria, there were dozens of derbendji villages, 
in particular in the Balkan chain and the Sredna Gora, such as Kalofer, 
Koprivštica, Panagjurište, Elena, Žerevna, Gabrovo, Kotel, Teteven and Trjavna. 
These places « developed in the course of time into the leading Bulgarian craft 
and trade centres with an independent, enterprising and self-determined 
population » whose wealth was based on sheep-breeding, cloth and garment 
production, as well as on trade36. Ironically, the emergence of an independ-
ence-seeking, affluent Bulgarian petty bourgeoisie was the long-term effect of 
privileges granted by the Ottoman government as well as of government or-
ders for the supply of its army and cities, rather than the result of harsh sup-
pression and assimilation attempts as claimed by mainstream Bulgarian his-
toriography. 
During the period of “national rebirth” in the 19th century and also after-
wards, Bulgarian historiography and poetry made the mountains their 
favourite stage for relating the Bulgarians' struggle for independence. This 
narrative strategy is mainly related to the myth of the haiduti (the Bulgarian 
version of the Serb hajduci) who were described as rebels against Byzantine 
and Ottoman domination, as well as to the Bulgarian revolutionaries of the 
34
 For examples, see Kiel (Machiel), Art and Society of Bulgaria in the Turkish Period, Assen / Maastricht: 
Van Gorcum, 1985, p. 33. 
35
 Ibid, pp. 33-54. 
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third quarter of the 19th century before final “liberation”. Aside from this, 
mountain towns were also given the credentials of being the cradle of the 
Bulgarian “Renaissance” (văzraždane). Mutafčiev, again, writes, « in his [the 
Balkan's] breast the seeds of our (new) rebirth were laid »37. The significance 
given to mountains for the survival and revival of Orthodox Bulgarian culture 
also resulted from the fact that most monasteries in which the Bulgarian lit­
erary tradition was maintained were located in mountain regions, such as the 
famous Rila and Bačkovo monasteries38. 
The classic national image of mountains in this context can be found in 
the poetry of the writer and revolutionary Georgi Rakovski who was born in 
the town of Kotel in the Balkan chain in 1821. He is credited with the first “all-
national” programme for the liberation of Bulgaria, drafted in 1858, and a plan 
for an uprising in 186139. Rakovski, who lived much of his politically active life 
in exile, tried to inflame national rebellion with his poetry. In his poems he not 
only deplored the cruelty of the Byzantines and then the “Barbarian Turks” as 
well as the deviousness of the Greeks under Ottoman rule, but also praised 
Bulgarian heroes fighting foreign domination. These haiduti were invariably 
associated with the mountains to which they had retreated to take revenge on 
the Byzantine or Ottoman oppressors. « [B]ut some bold vojvodi [leaders of in­
surgent bands] upheld Bulgarian liberty in inaccessible parts of the ancient 
Balkan Mountains », where they preserved the typical features of the “old 
Bulgarians”, resisting all attempts at assimilation40. The harsh life in the 
mountains led them to acquire particular moral characteristics, such as a war­
like spirit, courage, endurance, honour, self-sacrificial devotion to the cause of 
Bulgarian liberation, honesty, love of freedom, and masculinity. These quali­
ties became intrinsically linked to the environment, which in turn was 
thought to transform ordinary people living in the mountains into freedom-
loving, “real” Bulgarians. Nature and the nation were thus dialectically linked 
to each other. The hero of Rakovski's poem « Gorski pătnik » [Mountain trav­
eller] goes into the mountains in order to prove his worth as a true man of the 
mountains (gorsko momče)41. For these heroes, the mountains also represent a 
37
 Ibid., p. 66. This assumption rests, however, on historical fact. The man who is commonly credited with 
being the father of the Bulgarian national revival movement, the monk Paisij Hilendarski, was born in 
the mountain town of Bansko, and wrote his influential « History of the Slavo-Bulgarians » in the 
Hilendar monastery on Mount Athos. Other ancestors of Bulgarian nationalism, such as Sofroni 
Vračanski, Marion Makariopolski, and Neofit Rilski were also bom in mountain towns. 
38
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place that enables them to break with their past, an opportunity for purifica­
tion. There they become “Men of the Balkans”, a qualification associated with 
the notion of politically active and staunch Bulgarians, while people from the 
plains are considered more eager to co-operate with the occupiers42. Not by 
chance, Rakovski regarded the Montenegrins a shining example of a people 
who had managed to expel the Ottomans. « Every Montenegrin is a soldier », 
he wrote. « Generally, Montenegrins are bold fellows, hospitable and honest 
people. They have almost the same character as the Bulgarians of the old 
Balkans ». Montenegrin women were, of course, « diligent at housework, have 
a strong sense of shame, and are friendly »43. 
Aside from Rakovski, other revolutionary poets such as Ivan Vazov, Hristo 
Botev and Penčo Slavejkov also praised the importance of mountains for the 
liberation of Bulgaria44. Ivan Vazov, Bulgaria's most important writer of the 
second half of the 19th century, held mountains in particularly high esteem as 
illustrated by his descriptions of his trips through the mountain ranges, such 
as « In the Heart of the Rhodopes »,« The Magnificent Rila Desert »,« One Part 
of the Stara Planina », and « Musala ». The significance of mountains for re­
bellions against occupying forces is also evident in Bulgarian expressions such 
as « to catch to the Balkans » or « to go into the Balkans » which, in Bulgarian 
historical-political language, mean to take up arms and to join the partisans. 
The figure of the haidutin flourished in Bulgarian literature and even 
more recent authors felt attracted by it. One of the best-known modern 
Bulgarian writers, Nikolaj Hajtov, for instance, published a literary-historical 
essay on several haiduti of the 19th century whose existence was allegedly his­
torically proven. Although Haitov claimed that his actual aim was to decon­
struct some legends on the haiduti, he in fact enhanced the notion of haiduti 
as bold and just fighters for freedom. According to Hajtov, only few mountain 
people (balkandzi) were able to endure the harsh living conditions among the 
peaks where they had often been confronted with a lack of food and shelter. 
But those few who dared stay in the mountains were large and strong, and 
preferred fist fights to armed battle. The famous haidutin Angel Vojvoda, for 
instance, was able to jump over a horse loaded with two chests. Hajtov also re­
jected the claim that the haiduti had been, in fact, nothing more than bandits. 
According to the author, real haiduti were honest and gave the money they 
robbed from their enemies to the poor and to schools, monasteries and the 
church. Hajtov also provided the conflict between the haiduti and the 
Ottomans with a spatial dimension : « From their shelter in the mountains, 
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they attacked the çiftliks of the begs [Muslim notables], robbed and killed trav­
elling Turkish noblemen, and punished corrupt judges and cruel spahis »45. 
The Ottomans / Turks were thus associated with the plains, while the haiduti 
were attached to the mountains. 
During the rebellions and revolutionary activities of the 1870s, mountains 
again plaid a prominent role in the actual events as well as the popular 
mythology. In reflections on the past, historiography, literature and material 
culture objectified their significance. Several leading national revolutionaries 
and intellectuals, such as - aside from Rakovski - Ljuben Karavelov, Hristo 
Botev, Vasil Levski, Hadži Dimităr, Filip Totju, and Angel Kănčev came from 
mountain towns, that is why today monuments in their native towns and 
wherever else in the country they supposedly fought for Bulgaria's freedom 
commemorate their lives. Mountain towns therefore boast a particularly large 
number of monuments devoted to the national struggle pointing to their im­
portant position in collective memory. The central role of the mountains in 
Bulgarian liberation is also highlighted in the commemoration of the April 
Uprising of 1876. This badly organised and notoriously unsuccessful uprising 
against Ottoman rule failed to liberate the country, but it managed to mobilise 
the support of leading European politicians for the Bulgarian cause on the 
basis of alleged or actual Ottoman atrocities. From a geographic point of view, 
the uprising was had its epicentre in the mountains. Its main centres were the 
towns of Panagjurište and Koprivštica in the Sredna Gora chain. In Oborište 
near the town of Panagjurište, the insurgents took an oath to liberation. « In 
Switzerland Rütli, in Bulgaria Oborište », writes Deliradev, indicating the sig­
nificance of this location for Bulgarian national mythology!6. According to a 
map in the official « History of Bulgaria » published in 1987, the two other re­
gions of « armed struggle on a massive scale » were the northern slopes of the 
Rhodope Mountains around the towns of Batak, Peruštica and Pestera, and the 
central Balkan mountains east of Veliko Tărnovo47. Commemoration of those 
events is therefore automatically linked to the mountains not only as a geo­
graphic fact, but also as carrying certain mythological notions about people 
breathing the spirit of freedom. As Deliradev writes, « the pride of the moun­
tain-dwellers was never broken like that of the villagers in the plains »48. 
But the imaginary, and to a certain extent real, role of mountains for the 
liberation of Bulgaria did not stop there. On the contrary, it reached its climax 
two years later when the Russians fought the Ottomans in the Russian-
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Turkish War of 1877-1878. The decisive battle of this war took place at the Šipka 
Pass in the central Balkan chain, where in June 1878 the Russians defeated 
some 23 000 Ottoman troops, taking more than 20 000 as prisoners. Hence the 
Šipka Pass became a cornerstone of Bulgarian historical imagination, one of its 
most important “places of memory”. Regular celebrations at the huge monu­
ment, built on the top of the pass, pay tribute to the Russian “liberators” and 
secure the place of the mountains in collective memory. The story of the Šipka 
battle is frequently recalled in the press on its annual anniversary. The battle 
for Šipka also evokes gender images because it is portrayed as the struggle for 
a woman (Šipka is female in Bulgarian) representing the “mother nation” and 
being liberated by Bulgarian soldiers and their Russian brethren from brutish 
alien forces. 
For the historical representation of the “post-liberation” period, i.e. after 
1878, the role of mountains for national ideology changed, as they were no 
more the stage of important events and in reality saw a period of decline as 
they became the social, economic and political periphery in a centralising 
state. But they retained their prominent position as “the friends of the people” 
in collective memory49. As such, they acquired particular significance in urban 
discourse on “original values” and “moral purity”. For city people, mountains 
became a favourite place for rest and recreation, where people sought purifi­
cation from the ambiguities and seductions of modern urban life. This led to 
the founding of the first Alpinist societies as early as the 1880s. Society mem­
bers were predominantly well-educated, well off, and were young people of 
the professional classes50. Significantly, writers Ivan Vazov and Aleko 
Konstantinov belonged to the pioneers of the Alpinist movement in Bulgaria. 
Communist ideology, which imposed itself as the dominant discourse 
after the Communist takeover in 1944, continued the line of reasoning that 
presented the mountains as a “pure” alternative to the corrupt and unhealthy 
ways of urban life. But Communist ideology also revived the idea of the role of 
the mountains in the fight for liberation. This was due to the ideological sig­
nificance of the partisan struggle during World War II, which served as one of 
the mainstays of the legitimisation of Communist rule by presenting it as 
home-grown and not imposed from outside. Partisan fighting was said to have 
taken place mostly in mountain regions. In one of the most important 
Bulgarian post-Second World War novels, Dimităr Dimov's “Tobacco” (Tjutjun), 
the partisans, whose struggle occupies a good part of the book, live almost ex­
clusively in the mountains from where they stage assaults on German troops 
and native fascist forces. The author not only portrays mountains as offering 
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the most appropriate shelter for partisans due to their inaccessibility, but he 
also clearly sets the freedom, purity and spirit of the mountains against the 
dull, corrupt and exploited life of workers in the plains51. In the post-war pe­
riod, peaceful activities such as Alpinism and skiing rather than partisan war­
fare were thought to be the perfect school for young Communists : « [There] 
several other personal traits valuable in the struggle for national liberation as 
well as in national state and economic construction are strengthened, such as 
initiative, steadfastness, spiritedness, self-command, and endurance »52. 
Activity in the mountains also provided the necessary passion for the more 
dramatic challenges of personal and social life53. The mountains would confer 
their intrinsically heroic qualities upon young Communists in the very same 
way they had done for the haiduti, the Bulgarian revolutionaries of the 19th 
century, and the partisans in their fight against fascism. Mountains became 
not only symbols of national pride but also of essential Communist values. 
First of all, Deliradev imagined mountains taught industriousness, as « active 
recreation in the mountains makes people active ». Mountains made people 
tough because there they learnt to resist harsh conditions. Aside from this, « in 
the mountains the spirit of solidarity is cultivated least artificially. Also the 
spirit of self-sacrifice »54. Young people could learn the important Communist 
value of community spirit in the mountains, too. Hence in Communist dis­
course mountains became the place where the real communist would acquire 
features deemed essential for Communist morality. 
This notion of the “purity” of mountains and their inhabitants was also re­
sponsible for the academic interest of scientists in communist Bulgaria in up­
land communities. In particular ethnography and dialectology perceived 
mountains as folklore museums where ancient Bulgarian habits and idioms 
could be observed55. What were actually the linguistic and cultural conse­
quences of the isolation and backwardness of mountain communities became 
special proof of authentic Bulgarianness. Academic endeavours therefore re­
produced established patterns of the perception of mountains and their con­
tribution to the nation. This discursive operation was also used to declare a 
Bulgarian-speaking Muslim population, the Pomaks in the Rhodope 
Mountains, “true” Bulgarians. Bulgarian nationalists claimed that the Pomaks 
were part of the Bulgarian ethno-nation, although Pomaks themselves often 
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showed a clear lack of Bulgarian national self-identification56. National ideol­
ogy required that ethnographers and linguists prove the Pomaks' Bulgarian 
ethnicity, and in this effort researchers often referred to particular conse­
quences of the Pomaks' mountain existence. They were, for example, said to 
speak a Bulgarian idiom close to the language of Cyril and Method. This was 
taken as undeniable evidence of their Bulgarian ethnicity. Historians claimed 
that the Pomaks, although having converted to Islam, had resisted all assimi­
lation efforts by the Ottomans and retained their pure Bulgarian because they 
were protected by the inaccessible nature of their mountain environment. But 
Pomaks had not only managed to preserve their own Bulgarian character but 
also that of the mountains which otherwise would have been de-
Bulgarianised. In this way, mountains and ethnicity were again linked (to each 
other). 
MOUNTAINS, CULTURE AND ETHNIC IDENTITY IN ALBANIA 
A common notion in Albanian historiography is that of the centuries of oc­
cupation of the country by foreign powers. Only the remote and inaccessible 
mountain ranges were regarded as areas where the Albanian people could re­
tain a degree of political autonomy. Additionally to their political independ­
ence, the Albanian people allegedly preserved their original culture and ethnic 
identity in these isolated zones. The people developed particular customs which 
« served as an important means of self-government and union of the people 
against foreign domination »57. These customs were given the name kanun58. In 
the 19th and 20 th centuries, many of these local kanun laws were collected and 
codified. The newly set up scientific institutions of the communist state inten­
sified the study of traditional culture. The kanun was treated as a depository of 
national history which shed light on the « originality of the ethnic conscious­
ness, on the noble feeling of national sovereignty and the pride of the not op­
pressed peasant masses, especially those of the highlands »59. It was a primary 
aim of those studies to counteract authors from abroad who tried to deprive the 
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kanun of its ethnic Albanian originality, regarding it as a mere imitation of the 
Roman, Byzantine, Slav, or Langobard laws. Albanian linguists argued that the 
Slavic influence on the kanun was only of peripheral significance. The basis of 
the kanun, the majority of its regulations and legal institutions were and are 
regarded to be of Albanian origin60. 
Albanian scientists always conceptualised the mountains as fortresses 
having preserved the « language and ethno-culture [of the Albanians] in gen-
eral, and their national consciousness for such a long time. [The] cultural 
wealth of the mind and the spirit of the Albanians has been the cause but also 
the consequence of survival »61. Mountains thus serve as the protectors of the 
group as well as of national identity. The concept of isolation and seclusion is 
closely related to the idea of a stable and unchanged social world. Given the 
fact that the kanun is regarded as an Illyrian heritage, elements of Illyrian 
ethno-culture were presumably handed down to the descendants of this peo-
ple, the contemporary Albanians. The principle elements of the kanun law are 
thus regarded as « sacred, supernatural, untouchable and unchangeable »62. 
The idea that ethnic groups have character traits or particular psychological 
features which differ from other people and are inherited from generation to 
generation is often mentioned in texts on the kanun63. The stress on the stable 
and homogenous character of Albanian culture is aimed against foreign, espe-
cially Serbian, assumptions that the “Albanian culture” is amorphous and far 
from stable and consolidated64. Especially during socialism, Albanian ethnog-
raphers did extensive work to prove that the most important institutions of 
the upland communities were of pure Albanian origin. One of these was, for 
instance, the kuvend, a village, tribal or regional assembly of males, which can 
be found in all the variants of Albanian customary law. One legal expert has 
argued that the institution of the kuvend in the Albanian uplands, though 
similar to comparable institutions of other customary laws in neighbouring 
countries, was first of all an element of the Albanian ethno-culture with dis-
tinctive Illyrian roots. The same is claimed for other social and economic insti-
tutions such as ownership patterns, family organisation and rituals and cere-
monies in mountain communities65. The outstanding aim of this kind of 
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research was to construct the image of a homogeneous and cohesive culture 
on the base of shared ethnic origins. This is rather astonishing, given the fact 
that in communist Albania, Marxism-Leninism was the official scientific par-
adigm and therefore materialist explanations of society and culture could 
rightly be expected. During Socialism, studies on the traditional institutions 
and habits of the upland communities indeed devoted considerable space to 
the crucial influence of economy and geography on social structures, but ulti-
mately these studies concluded that ethnic origin determined social and cul-
tural patterns. Culture and ethnicity were seen as two sides of the same coin 
and were regarded, at least in their “core”, as stable and unchangeable. In the 
mountainous areas, economic, social and political developments could not de-
stroy this “core” which exhibited the main traits of the ethnic group. Studies of 
Albanian customs in the mountains are characterised by the aim of portraying 
the Albanian people as sharing a uniform complex of principles, norms and 
rules, exemplified by the kanun. At the same time, the differences to the eth-
nic “other” are emphasised. The numerous social and economic differences be-
tween northern and southern upland communities are often neglected as the 
emphasis rests exclusively on aspects of conformity66. In his study of the 
Albanian upland village Progonat, the historian Muharem Xhufi states that 
the people 
became a stable and continuous community through the ongoing struggle against for-
eign invaders. They developed a war-like tradition, high moral virtues and abilities, 
such as patriotism, a defiant will for freedom, courage, pride, friendship, generosity, 
and hatred of all enemies. These are characteristics of the people of Progonat as well as 
of all the people of Kurvelesh and all Albanians67. 
Beside the uniformity of the various kanun laws, Albanian scholars claim 
that the kanun of the mountains is evidence for the ability of the people to 
govern themselves on the basis of their own principles and institutions. The 
kanun was treated as a kind of unwritten code that « secured a normal life and 
regulated social relations. [It] especially arranged the life and the social rela-
tions of the free peasant communities, which constituted the nucleus of the 
autochthonous population of the Illyrian-Albanian soil »68. Some authors even 
compared the kanun with a « constitution for the Albanian people » in times 
of suppression and foreign domination69. In this respect, the ideal of a well-or-
ganised and coherent internal organisation of upland communities is empha-
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sised. A well-developed democratic consciousness, social equality, mutual as-
sistance and solidarity belonged to those principles that allegedly charac-
terised mountain communities. Particular moral values, such as nderi (hon-
our), besa (the given word) and mutual help, were regarded as constitutive 
elements of the culture of mountain people. These values, on the one hand, 
« contained elements of the class resistance of the masses against social op-
pression and exploitation » and, on the other, served as important means of 
raising « the masses of the people to a position of opposition against foreign 
occupation, violence and feudal arbitrariness »70. 
However, these notions can hardly be maintained in the light of historical 
anthropological research on the social fragmentation of tribal societies. 
Relations within the household were actually not based on democratic but 
rather on hierarchical relations. Solidarity was very much confined to the inner 
circles of the family and the kin-group. Kinship hostilities, suspicion and con-
stant rivalries were therefore endemic. It was the very segmented character of 
those mountain societies that prevented the development of a well-ordered 
and functioning community. In their studies, Albanian historians and ethnog-
raphers took notice of the frequent conflicts, the numerous victims of vendettas 
and disputes over honour, but interpreted those phenomena as consequences 
of the class character of the society. They neglected the fact that the praised 
moral values such as solidarity, mutual assistance and social equality were con-
fined primarily to kin. Only in rare cases, when the honour of the community 
was at stake, did unrelated men stand together against neighbouring tribes, vil-
lages or others. But even then, the sovereignty of the family was not swayed. 
Between families unrelated through kinship and marriage, constant competi-
tion for social prestige took place. This was formalised in the concept of honour 
that was of utmost importance for Albanian society. This concept is a typical 
form of self-redress and constantly competes with the efforts of the state to es-
tablish a monopoly of power and legitimate violence71. Thus, it is not surprising 
that the first communist initiatives and provisions immediately after the 
Communist take-over concerned the abolition of the traditional institutions of 
the northern mountain communities, the prohibition of the customary law and 
the establishment of new administrative centres in the tribal areas. Very soon, 
the Communist government set up schools and obligatory courses for adults 
with the aim of spreading literacy and through literacy, ideology. They knew all 
too well of the impact of the written word, and felt an urgent need to encour-
age literacy in order to be able to disseminate their ideology. This ideology did 
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not only contain standard Communist elements but was also addressed to the 
national feelings of the people. Historiography and ethnography were required 
to provide facts for textbooks that would foster national identity and solidarity. 
One of these facts was the existence of the kanun, which was portrayed as a pil-
lar of ethnic singularity. Hence, at the same time as the Communists put con-
siderable force behind the effort to replace the kanun with written state law, 
they declared it an essential element of the national character and turned it 
into something of the past. A similar process was under way as that observed 
for French collective memory by Nora, in that the kanun lost its lived and or-
ganic nature and was reborn as a fact of national imagination and history. As a 
consequence, the kanun lost its social and economic meaning and instead be-
came the subject of academic discourse. The new regime rendered the old sys-
tem of reference, related to the patriarchal and tribal order of Albanian moun-
tain societies, illegitimate by replacing it with the concept of modernity and 
reform. The kanun was treated as a reliquary of the past and served as a con-
trasting image to « the profound emancipating process carried out by the Party 
through the triumph of the People's Revolution and the tremendous transfor-
mations performed in the socio-economic relations of our country »72. But de-
spite the colossal efforts of communist politics to change the socio-economic re-
lations in the country and impose modernity, a set of traditional values was also 
integrated into the concept of nation and identity. These traditional values were 
characterised by particular longevity and pertinacity. They had first been artic-
ulated by intellectuals in the period of the so-called Rilindja (national rebirth) in 
the late 19th and early 20 th century. During the inter-war period they enjoyed 
particular prominence, and they continued to flourish during and after the 
Communist period. Under Communism it was said that these values had helped 
to preserve the ethnic identity of the Albanian people despite foreign domina-
tion and had inspired resistance against foreign occupation. In the eyes of the 
Communists, the main chapter in this continuous resistance against alien dom-
ination was the partisan struggle during World War Two, officially labelled the 
“National War of Liberation”. The victory against German occupation was al-
legedly achieved due to the « brilliant patriotic and fighting traditions, the rich 
experience acquired by the Albanian people through the centuries in their 
struggle for freedom and independence »73. The myth of persistent resistance 
became part of the official memory of the Communist nation state, such as was 
the case in other Socialist countries. This went hand in hand with the develop-
ment of a « grammar of competitive behaviour and values ». Partisans were de-
scribed as particularly capable of fighting. They were endowed with « inex-
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haustible strength, courage, self-sacrifice and noble heroism ». Here we redis-
cover the « defiant will for freedom »,« courage and endurance » and « sacrifice 
for the ideal of the nation and the Fatherland »74 as part of the character of the 
Albanians, values which derive from the image of the mountain people and 
their concept of honour. The drawing upon elements from the moral code of the 
kanun for the national self-imagination did not necessarily mean the appropri-
ation of the alleged bearers of these norms. Particularly the tribal areas in the 
north - the core-areas of the kanun - fiercely resisted the communist take-over 
of power. So those people who best represented the heroic image of the moun-
tains became regarded as politically unreliable and potentially dangerous75. 
On the other hand, the myth of tireless resistance and its concomitant 
heroic values contributed enormously to the Communist rulers' paranoid fears 
that the country was surrounded by a hostile world and should be kept iso-
lated and in a continuous state of vigilance and readiness to fight in order to 
defend the motherland against pending threat from the outside world. This 
position is best reflected in Enver Hoxha's paradigmatic text on the founda-
tions of “renewed” Albania after four decades of Communist rule : 
Today, looking back over more than four decades, we Albanian communists feel proud 
that ever since the days of their creation, the Democratic Front of Albania and our peo-
ple's state power, under the leadership of our glorious party, have performed their tasks 
and mission for the people of the motherland with honour, have been tempered in the 
sternest battles and trials, have withstood and defeated the plans of all internal and ex-
ternal enemies and have been turned into impregnable fortresses of triumphant so-
cialism and of the fine new life flourishing in Albania76. 
Hence, the whole nation is envisioned as an isolated, well-protected 
mountain fortress guarded by alert and freedom-loving mountain people. 
The mountains, the people and their social and cultural institutions ac-
quired a multifunctional meaning which is best reflected in the representations 
of the kanun as a typical mode of organization in mountain communities. In 
this discourse, the mountains supplied self-interpretation in the sense that 
they were turned into proof of the pristine ethno-culture of the Albanian peo-
ple. Their images stimulated the myth of ongoing resistance against others and 
thus also served to legitimise Albanian communist politics of isolation and 
seclusion. 
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CONCLUSION 
The cases drawn from Bulgaria and Albania reveal the symbolic meaning 
of mountains and their inhabitants for the process of nation-building and the 
articulation of nationalist ideologies in Southeast Europe. Mountains serve as 
cultural landscapes that inspire collective commemoration of the heroic past 
of the nation. National values are derived from upland communities and their 
particular social organisation, which actually emerged as a socio-ecological 
adaptation to the mountainous environment but is interpreted with a roman-
tic and ethnic twist. Mountains become both metonyms of the nation and 
metaphors of its characteristics. The purity of nature is associated with the pu-
rity of ethnicity, and the ethnic group is imagined to be as close-knit as an iso-
lated mountain community. This kind of discourse endorses the essentialist 
and premordialist interpretation of ethnic identity, supporting those who de-
clare ethnic boundaries unchangeable and impervious. Once substantiated by 
nature, ethnic claims become mutually exclusive. But “mountain values” also 
supply ethnic and national identity with a special quality because they are 
linked with violence and war as legitimate resistance against foreign intrud-
ers. This gives qualities such as fighting spirit and bellicosity a positive mean-
ing and was one of the reasons why violence met with such high approval by 
nationalist ideologies in Southeast Europe. These characteristics also enhance 
the importance of masculinity in national ideology that draws on deeply 
rooted images of mountain communities as a specifically patriarchal milieu. 
Using “natural” arguments to substantiate ethnic and cultural features is 
also part of the wider discourse on Balkanisation, or how the Balkans are imag-
ined77. The interesting point here is that the Balkanisation discourse in the re-
gion itself refers, etymologically correct, to mountains (balkan in Turkish 
means forested mountain range), while in the perspective from outside the no-
tion of “Balkan” refers to the whole region. But on closer view, the exogenous 
view apparently also believes that authentic Balkan culture is found predom-
inantly in the mountains. Thus the word “Balkan” has not only come to repre-
sent the whole region, but the culture of the mountains - or better, its distorted 
representations - is taken as typical for the culture of the whole region. 
Romantic authors such as the German Karl May suggested a link between the 
mountains of the Balkan peninsula and the ferocity of their inhabitants but in 
the Romantic vision the presumed savagery of the Balkan people was associ-
ated with positive values. The British imagination of Montenegro in the 19th 
century was filled with “noble savages” who lived in the mountains and re-
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lentlessly fought for their autonomy. David Norris even suggests that Walter 
Scott's mythological image of the Scottish highlanders influenced the ways 
that Balkan mountain inhabitants were perceived in Victorian Britain. « [T]he 
same epithets of independent spirit and of a natural innocence which Scott ap­
plied in his novel can be found again in the texts about Montenegro ». This dis­
course was part of a Romantic vision that connected images of mountains, na­
ture and freedom78. John Reed, who reported from Serbia in 1915, also 
reiterated these images. Of the Serbs he wrote, « the strong, virile stock of a 
young race not far removed from the half savagery of a mountain peasantry, 
intensely patriotic and intensely independent »79. 
However, the evaluation of mountain values by outsiders experienced sig­
nificant shifts. What was seen in the eyes of Southeast European nationalists 
and Romantic European writers as a positive mountain mentality, became re­
garded from the outside more and more as part of the “wild”, “unruly” and 
“brutal” character of the many ethnic groups inhabiting the Balkan peninsula. 
As Todorova emphasises, most western descriptions of the Balkans refer to the 
patriarchal mentality of its people who are often regarded as « uncivilised, 
primitive, crude, cruel, and, without exception, dishevelled »80. The mountains 
now posed a potential threat should those mountain men descend from the 
peaks. Their assumed savagery was bound to disrupt lowland ways of life. 
During the 20 th century, the mountain-dwellers' closeness to nature was re­
evaluated and took a more sinister appearance than previous notions of “in­
dependence” and “innocence”. What had been hailed as positive in the 
Romantic version of the European discourse on the Balkans became disguised 
as uncivilised, barbaric and brutal behaviour. The same sign system was now 
invested with negative values. This change became recently obvious in the 
way the Serb soldatesca was portrayed by Western media during the Bosnian 
War. The anthropologist Marko Živković, for instance, cited the 1992 BBC docu­
mentary “Serbian Epics” as an example for this shift in the metaphorical rela­
tion between mountains and violence. In this documentary, images of the 
Dinaric limestone peaks were juxtaposed with images of Bosnian Serbs listen­
ing to their epics performed on a gusle while covering besieged Sarajevo with 
gunfire81. Živković also quotes from an article in the New York Times that ap­
peared in 1992. The author of this article drew the readers' attention : 
to the rocky spine of the Dinaric Alps, for it is these mountains that have nurtured and 
shaped the most extreme, combative elements of each community : the western 
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Herzegovinian Croats, the Sandžak Muslims, and, above all, the secessionist Serbs. Like 
mountaineer communities around the world these were wild, warlike, frequently law-
less societies whose feuds and folklore have been passed on to the present day like po-
tent home-brewed plum brandy that the mountain men begin knocking back in the 
morning82. 
As before, Serbs are described as mountain men, but not as noble but 
rather as bestial savages. As David Norris observed, « [t]he Bosnian war nearly 
became an archetypal battle between civilization and non-civilization, be-
tween mountain and city, in which one headline reads “Sarajevo repels the 
mountain menace”, relying on a sign system in relation to the Balkans and the 
Serbs which has been periodically reinvented over the last 170 years, since the 
Romantics first turned their attention to the folk epics »83. 
So, all essential features ascribed to Southeast Europe by the 
Balkanisation discourse have become focussed on the mountains. However, its 
apt criticism of Western imaginings of the Balkans should not obscure the fact 
that much of this imagining is mirrored by equivalent discourses in the region 
itself. Of course, Western imagination can draw on much more political, eco-
nomic and discursive power in order to impose itself, and Western misrepre-
sentation thus has impact on the lives of the people of Southeast Europe. On 
the other hand, indigenous discourses - “Self-Balkanisation” - are not less rel-
evant and have shaped regional social reality as well. We therefore believe that 
the deconstruction of the discourse on “Balkanisation” should not stop at the 
critical analysis of Western intellectual constructions, but rather consider the 
dynamics of indigenous and exogenous discourses and the transformations of 
meanings floating between these discourses. 
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